
THESIS GETTYSBURG ADDRESS

Lincoln's speech at Gettysburg, PA, in November, widely considered to be the address that help to heal divisions within
the country--has two main and.

This war lasted four bloody years, many people died and as a response in , Lincoln gave a motivational speech
to his people, to not give up and fight for their freedom. The Gettysburg Address - Rhetorical Analysis With
its complexity and rhetorical density, the Gettysburg Address poses a challenge for an in-depth analysis. The
Gettysburg address delivered by the American, president Abraham Lincoln. Those principles included equality
of every human being, governing by the people, and more. A reverent Lincoln commemorates the lives that
were lost at the Gettysburg battle while using it as a cue of why the war is taking place. Great literature does
not just happen, nor is it great by default by the mere fact that it was authored by a famous individual Yes this
is global internet address book. Are there specific connections of theme, diction, image, etc. This speech was
given during the Civil War, with the Unionists on one side and the Secessionists on the other. It seems hardly
possible to separate different levels of rhetorical techniques, as they are closely intertwined and depending on
each other to contribute to the overall purpose of the speech. Within the speech Lincoln memorialized the
soldiers that fought courageously and emphasized the equality that would soon apply to all of the United
States citizens. Abraham Lincoln was not unlike the typical young boy who liked to laugh and play with his
friends. This war was a battle between the Confederacy and the Union, two countries derived from what we
now know as the United States of America. During the Civil War, at Gettysburg, some soldiers died protecting
the nation. He gave the Union soldiers a new perspective on the war and something to fight for. King
effectively utilizes numerous linguistic devices, such as metaphors, anaphoras, allusions, and provides an
abundance of specific examples in his address and this all makes the speech more convincing and memorable.
It is rather for us to be here dedicated to the great task remaining before us â€” that from these honored dead
we take increased devotion to that cause for which they gave the last full measure of devotion â€” that we here
highly resolve that these dead shall not have died in vain â€” that this nation, under God, shall have a new
birth of freedom â€” and that government of the people, by the people, for the people, shall not perish from the
earth. On this battle the Union won a decisive victory that would foreshadow the end of the Civil War.
However, Lincoln himself does certainly not stage himself as a Christ-figure in his speeches. The speech was
prepared by the president in honor of the fallen soldiers during the Civil War. Works Cited 1. Did he employ
biblical and religious rhetoric merely as a means of playing on the passions of the audience? General Lee
declined the position offered by Lincoln due to his loyalty to him home state1. The president was honoring the
soldiers for maybe after they were buried not many people would remember what happened, but their
achievements will be long with us. But there was nothing that we could have done. The Gettysburg address is
one of the greats. The second class is called the B class. The trick is knowing what and how to repeat. The
situation which thus presented itself to the orator posed a considerable challenge, as the audience was already
weary cf. Meade had been assigned command only four days earlier. In Abraham Lincoln's own speech, he
would not mention single individuals or even top officers. The colony then became a state on December 12,
after the Revolutionary War  Encouraged by Lincoln the South begins a plan for reconstruction Stokes. He
introduces repetition twice in the speech. It is altogether fitting and proper that we should do this.


